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What's New?

Dr. Zacharias Kunuk O.C. NIRB Formal Intervention Part 1 of 3, 5:16
by derekmardell

Dr. Zacharias Kunuk O.C. Part 1, 5:16 June 4, 2012, Inuktitut, see also Part 2, see also Part 3.

My Father's Land, Formal Intervention to NIRB Final Public...

Emile Immarlotok talks to Bernard Saladin d'Anglure, 1960's, 3:32 Inuktitut and English with French subtitles
by Isuma

Emile Immarlotok talks to anthropologist Bernad Saladin d'Anglure in the 1960's, 3:32 Inuktitut and in English, with French subtitles. This video is part of Bernard Saladin d'Anglure's 16 mm film based on his work with Inuit in Igloolik during the 1960's. For the complete film, see the version with French subtitles of with English Voice-over.
My Father's Land: Formal Intervention to NIIF Final Public...
Also Part of My Father’s Land

About My Father’s Land
By Zacharias Kunuk

I was born in 1957 in a sod house at Kapuuvik in the middle of a lake, in the top of Foxe Basin, halfway between Kangiqsujuaq – Sheshatshiu Inlet – and my home community of Igloolik. My birthplace is like the “heart” of the Baffinland Iron Mine impact area, the part that would change the most if and when the mine, railroad, deep-water port and supertanker shipping pass through it. It was a place I knew for the next 100 years. I traveled a long way from Kapuuvik since 1957 in space and in time, from the Stone Age to the Digital Age in one generation. As an Inuk, I caught caribou, seals, walrus, wolves, ptarmigan, belugas, harp seal, polar bear, snow goose, muskox and arctic char, all harvested for food, skin and oil to keep my family well fed and warm. As a filmmaker I showed my work, my language and my culture at the Cannes Film Festival and in Australia, in New York and Paris, in Alert Bay on Vancouver Island and Tromso in arctic Norway. I learned more about my culture and Inuit ways, and more about the outside world and how it works.

About Digital Indigenous Democracy (DID)
(Original 5 May 2012)

Inuit consensus — “deciding together” — may be the strongest power communities can bring to negotiating with governments and transnational corporations. DID uses internet, community radio, local TV and social media to amplify Inuit traditional decision-making skills at a moment of crisis and opportunity, as Inuit face Environmental Review of the 36 billion Baffinland Iron Mine (BIM) on north Baffin Island. Through DID, Inuit adopt “deciding together” to get needed information in language they understand, talk about their concerns publicly and reach collective decisions with the power of consensus. That consensus will be expressed publicly in a multimedia Human Rights Impact Assessment (HRIA), looking at the positive and negative impacts of the proposed mine in terms of international human rights standards and best practices, and then presented to the regulatory process, online through isuma.ca and through local radio and TV stations in all Nunavut communities. For more information see isuma.ca, DID (DID’s site), INAI (Inuit News Alert), Nautak (Nauaka Nunataq Our Voice at Home).
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What's New Today?
Mining and caribou - What is a "significant impact?"
Revenue agencies submit final comments to NHR before July hearings, baffinlandwisness.com, June 5, 2012.
Inuktitut and English.
Inform and Consult Radio Call-in, Zacharias Kunuk discussing his Formal Intervention to NHR June 8 with his community, 12:31 AM.
Abrahamjaat Song by Pauline Paulson, 5:12 AM.

Immaculatite tells the Bernard Saladin d'Anglure, 1989 AM. English.

Dr. Zacharias Kunuk O.C. NHR Formal Intervention Part 1 of 3, 5:15 AM.

More news...

Apply for a BROADCAST LICENSE:

JumiiTV is the world's first northern internet distributor for Inuit and Aboriginal films, TV and new media. JumiiTV currently streams free over 2000 films in 43 languages...

JumiiTV TRAILER 3

Agupej (The Nightmare), Amaat Video Productions Old Peter, Why Democracy, Nanapametasiak, KNIV.

Free Futhemba font for Inuktitut | Adobe Flash to play videos | Adobe Acrobat to read PDF

Produced with the financial participation of

Canada | Canadian Heritage | Telefilm Canada
Video Interviews
Steve Sarpinak
Part 1
At the floe edge with Zacharias Kunuk, 8:00

About this video

Zacharias Kunuk hunting and filming at the flow edge with other men from Igloolik, April 1 and 3 2012. 8:00 by Zacharias Kunuk; editor Carol Kunuk.
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Emile Immaroitok talks to anthropologist Bernard Saladin d'Anglure in the 1960's. 3.32 σΆλματις in Inuktitut and in English, with French subtitles. This video is part of Bernard Saladin d'Anglure's 16 mm film based on his work with Inuit in Igloolik during the 1960's. For the complete film, see the version with French subtitles of with English voice-over.
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Post new comment
Hey, Anonymous, "error 2032" just means the radio station isn't broadcasting yet! When it's turned on, you won't get the error message anymore.

Submitted by Anonymous on Tue, 2012-05-29 17:59.

It's never even online. How come?


The first web page was good...with links to other shows.... who changed the website???? :(

Submitted by Anonymous on Sat, 2012-05-26 23:00.

Nice try


nuragagagagagagagag :)


It was good while it lasted.....


changed already :(


arctic bay can hear too. Thank you Leata and Joelle Qaunaaq.


Submitted by Anonymous on Tue, 2012-05-22 14:49.

can't seem to play as i keep having error 2032?

reply

Submitted by Anonymous on Tue, 2012-05-22 10:01.

...continuation 2 of 2


Zacharias Kunuk and Mark Arikut introduce radio series, Igloolik table.

May 7, 2012

by derekmon88

Part 1: Human Rights (Lloyd Lipsett, more information on Baffinland)

May 9, 2012

by Mark Arikut

Part 2: Human Rights (Lloyd Lipsett, more information on Baffinland)

May 10, 2012

by Mark Arikut

Radio Call-in
Wildlife Impact
Radio Call-in June 6

About this audio album

Wildlife Impact Radio Call-in show, June 6, 2012, σύντομη, Διάρκεια, and English, 119:21, hosted by Lucasie Ivalu and Theo Iklugak, Igloolik Wildlife Officer, with guest wildlife biologist on-line discussing Inuit knowledge about wildlife impacts in Foxe Basin and Steensby Inlet and learning of other regions like Alaska where impacts of mining and development have been recorded, or changes have been made.
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Inuit Knowledge and Climate Change Trailer

Watch 1 minute Trailer here now. See ONLINE STREAMING of this ground-breaking 54 minute film, IKCC News, more Media, Press Reviews and world premiere Q&A now at isuma.tv/ikcc....

Situción de la radio jempoj
Inform and Consult Radio Call-in, Zacharias Kunuk discussing his Formal Intervention to NIRB June 8 with his community, 122:31

About this audio album

June 5, 2012, Call-in Radio, σᾶς ΔαρχιστικΩν ινηπνόω, Inform and Consult, 122:31, Zacharias Kunuk discussing with his community his Formal Intervention to NIRB Technical Public Hearing on Mary River Project, to be filed June 8. Zacharias explains that no other person or organization from Ipnolek has filed an intervention, and that he is intervening to protect Inuit rights and opportunities in the future.

READ MORE

312 views
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DID News Alert: My Father's Land

About this channel

News alerts, updates and related information to Digital Indigenous Democracy (DID) and My Father's Land.

Check here for current news and archived documents.

Most recent contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Uploaded by</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Review agencies submit final comments to NIRB before July hearings...</td>
<td>samcc</td>
<td>2012-06-06 16:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>UPDATE TONIGHT JUNE 6 RADIO CALL-IN – Nipivut Nunavut! Our Voice at...</td>
<td>samcc</td>
<td>2012-06-06 19:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;Where they’re building the railway and where the port will be, there...</td>
<td>samcc</td>
<td>2012-06-06 16:02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most Recent News
www.isuma.tv/DID-news-alert

...continuation 2 of 2
Mining and Caribou Impact

On May 21st, the Baker Lake Hunters and Trappers Organization published a paper in response to AREVA’s (a French mining company) Environmental Impact Statement for their proposed “Kiggavik” uranium mine near Baker Lake.

They were concerned with the results of the DEIS concerning the effect of the proposed mine on local caribou population, and saw some problems with what AREVA considered was a “significant impact” when it came to the caribou population. For example, any impact that does not affect the population as a whole on the long-term is not considered significant. But this does not take into account the location of the herd. If the herd population stays somewhat the same, but they stop coming to the Baker Lake region, the impact is not significant. But for the people of Baker Lake, this would be a very significant impact. This scientific approach does not seem to take into account the social impact of a change in caribou population. In their impact statement, AREVA says that the mine will only significantly impact caribou migration if 10% or more of the caribou population does not reach the calving grounds. But the report does not take into account how migration will be affected specifically around Baker Lake. AREVA does not seem to be bothered by this, claiming that caribou herds are constantly moving, and so Inuit should just adjust their hunting habits.

They said that AREVA did not really take into account Inuit Qajuqijualuqangit (IQ) as much as they would have liked. In the report, they claim AREVA only focused on information about hunting and wildlife, but did not investigate IQ values and “what sort of future Inuit want for themselves.” This is a very important part of IQ, and if AREVA really valued the importance of IQ, according to the Baker Lake Hunters and Trappers Organization, they should have focused more on this specific point. They also found that IQ was not really used when it came to study caribou population and migration. Instead AREVA focused only on scientific studies and cellar data.

AREVA claim that they are respecting IQ ways, but the Baker Lake Hunters and Trappers Organization feel that this approach shows that AREVA does not really respect the situation of Baker Lake Inuit and their hunting traditions. They believe more of an effort must be made to consult elders and people from the community when it comes to caribou population, and that a better balance of scientific data and consultation and respect for Inuit Knowledge and Climate Change

Blogs that mention Inuit Knowledge and Climate Change

We Don’t Want To Talk About Community of Practice in...
News Alert
Review Agencies submit final comments to NIRB before July hearings.


Review agencies submit final comments to NIRB before July hearings.

On May 30, the territorial and federal government agencies reviewing the Mary River project filed their final written submissions to NIRB regarding Baffinland’s Mary River Project. Their outstanding issues will form the basis of discussion at the final hearings, to be held in Iqaluit from July 16-20, Igloolik July 23-25 and Pond Inlet July 25-28. [...] see baffinlandwitness.com

What’s New Today?
Wildlife Impact Radio Call-in show, 11:21 and English
σαισικτονιονοι Inform and Consult Radio Call-in, Zacharias Kunuk discussing his Formal Intervention to NIRB June 8 with his community, 12:31
NIRB NEWS - Aboriginal Affairs minister rejects re-appointment of NIRB chairman Lucassie Araguitaialaq
Mining and cariboe - What is a "significant impact"
Review agencies submit final comments to NIRB before July hearings, baffinlandwitness.com, June 5, 2012
σαισικτονιονοι Atanarjuaq Song by Pautgut Pauloose, 5:10
Emile Immaraktok talks to Bernard Saladin d’Anglure, 1960’s, 3:32, σαισικτονιονοι and English with French subtitles

More news...

ATANARJUAQ THE FAST RUNNER / BEFORE TOMORROW / THE JOURNALS...
Click here for Trilogy. Three unique Inuit films expressing the dramatic history of one of the world's oldest oral cultures from its own point of view. Fair Trade,...

Uma Historia dos Krenak (A History of the Krenak) Trailer
My Father’s Land
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www.isuma.tv/DID